The National Organization for the Support of Landmine Victims, in its center for dealing with landmines in Aden, has completed its third stage of comprehensive medical assistance. Help went to the victims of landmines and other explosives in a number of villages and areas in the Abyan governorate. The program began on February 7.

Organization manager Fuad Thabet Muqbal told Saba that throughout the one-month campaign of direct medical assistance at the Aden hospital, he was able to improve the conditions of 46 victims.

He indicated that they provided cosmetic and operational surgery for the mutilated limbs of the victims of landmines and other explosives as well as hearing and vision aids. The organization also dispersed four wheelchairs, constructed seven prosthetic limbs, provided medical treatment to nine victims, retrained them in specialized centers and assisted them in community reintegration.
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